A WebGIS to Support GPR 3D Data Acquisition: A First Step for the Integration of Underground Utility Networks in 3D City Models
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ABSTRACT:

For the planning and sustainable development of large cities, it is critical to accurately locate and map, in 3D, existing underground utility networks (UUN) such as pipelines, cables, ducts, and channels. An emerging non-invasive instrument for collecting underground data such as UUN is the ground-penetrating radar (GPR). Although its capabilities, handling GPR and extracting relevant information from its data are not trivial tasks. For instance, both GPR and its complimentary software stack provide very few capabilities to co-visualize GPR collected data and other sources of spatial data such as orthophotography, DEM or road maps. Furthermore, the GPR interface lacks functionalities for adding annotation, editing geometric objects or querying attributes. A new approach to support GPR survey is proposed in this paper. This approach is based on the integration of multiple sources of geospatial datasets and the use of a Web-GIS system and relevant functionalities adapted to interoperable GPR data acquisition. The Web-GIS is developed as an improved module in an existing platform called GVX. The GVX-GPR module provides an interactive visualization of multiple layers of structured spatial data, including GPR profiles. This module offers new features when compared to traditional GPR surveys such as geo-annotated points of interest for identifying spatial clues in the GPR profiles, integration of city contextual data, high definition drone and satellite pictures, as-built, and more. The paper explains the engineering approach used to design and develop the Web GIS and tests for this survey approach, mapping and recording UUN as part of 3D city model.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The lack of Underground Utility Data

In highly populated areas, a complex mesh of vital utilities such as gas pipelines, power and communication cables, drinking water, and wastewater systems, is buried underground, beyond sight (Figure 1). With the population growth and urban development, it is challenging not only to maintain an up-to-date spatial database of existing underground utility networks (UUN) such as pipelines, cables, ducts, and channels. An emerging non-invasive instrument for collecting underground data such as UUN is the ground-penetrating radar (GPR). Although its capabilities, handling GPR and extracting relevant information from its data are not trivial tasks. For instance, both GPR and its complimentary software stack provide very few capabilities to co-visualize GPR collected data and other sources of spatial data such as orthophotography, DEM or road maps. Furthermore, the GPR interface lacks functionalities for adding annotation, editing geometric objects or querying attributes. A new approach to support GPR survey is proposed in this paper. This approach is based on the integration of multiple sources of geospatial datasets and the use of a Web-GIS system and relevant functionalities adapted to interoperable GPR data acquisition. The Web-GIS is developed as an improved module in an existing platform called GVX. The GVX-GPR module provides an interactive visualization of multiple layers of structured spatial data, including GPR profiles. This module offers new features when compared to traditional GPR surveys such as geo-annotated points of interest for identifying spatial clues in the GPR profiles, integration of city contextual data, high definition drone and satellite pictures, as-built, and more. The paper explains the engineering approach used to design and develop the Web GIS and tests for this survey approach, mapping and recording UUN as part of 3D city model.

Figure 1. Example of underground utility networks, central London. Image courtesy of Hitachi (source Bentley Intelligent 3D Models).
1.2 3D Data acquisition with Ground Penetrating Radar

Among the most accepted non-invasive underground 3D acquisition methods, the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) stands up from many others for its capability of covering large areas in a fast and continuous way (Daniels, 2004). Figure 2 shows an example of a GSSI GPR (http://www.geophysical.com/) used to survey UUN’s by Geovoxel in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, before excavating a rail trench. The GPR uses electromagnetic radar signal propagating into the ground to identify the location and the depth of subsurface utilities.

Figure 2. Ground-penetrating radar survey in progress (image courtesy of Geovoxel).

Although GPR has many supporters, its handling is not trivial, even for experts (Annan, 2009; Jol 2008; Rahman and Zayed, 2016). First, it is noticeable that there is a lack of specialized tools to help the data acquisition pipeline, from getting contextual data prepared before going in the field to the visualization of GPR data within the project’s context (Dallaire and Garneau, 2008; Pouliot et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015; Themistocleousa, et al., 2015; Talmaki et al., 2013; Tischeler 2003; Zheng et al., 2004). These steps require an integration of resources which varies in format, data organisation, and semantic details. Among the non-specialized tools found in the literature, it counts even less the ones that provide offline support, such as ESRI ArcGIS, for remote areas in which the data acquisition is often performed (Sandweiss et al., 2017; Proulx-McInnis et al., 2013). Subsequently, during the data acquisition, as shown in Figure 3, most of GPR embedded software integrates a real-time display and in-site interpretation tools as signal data processing, but the geographic interaction level remains limited, if simply inexistent. Scarcely any GPR producer has a fast-moving reaction to these technological needs except a few like the EKKO_Project (Sensors & Software, 2017).

1.3 Research project objectives

To conduct a more precise and reliable GPR data survey, it is hypothesized that basic features such as adding annotations, viewing photos, querying attributes or metadata, and drawing while being on-site would be of great benefit to the GPR operators. Furthermore, offering a more comprehensive approach for covering preprocessing, acquisition, and visualization of relevant existing data for on-site consultation contributes to the effectiveness of identifying underground elements in the field. Many manuals and standards provide guideline for collection and mapping of underground infrastructure (ASCE, 2002; CCGA, 2014; Chen and Cohn, 2010; CSA, 2016; Metje et al., 2007). However, these standards do not seem to be known (or sometimes disregarded) by many GPR practitioners.

Based on previous experiments (Pouliot et al., 2016), interview with GPR users, and the literature review, multiple layers’ visualization of existing data in parallel to real-time acquired GPR data is perceived as valuable to facilitate the identification of UUN. The main objective of the project, started as of fall 2017, is to demonstrate the value of adding to GPR surveys, GIS capabilities and geo-standards as proposed by OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium). To achieve this, a new approach based on the integration of geospatial city-relevant (i.e. CityGML objects) datasets, the use of a Web GIS and its components is proposed. The project follows an engineering approach as problems with the GPR users were initially identified, a literature review was performed to review the current GPR survey solutions, specific requirements were identified, and, finally, a prototype solution was designed and tested. The tests are based on GPR data of UUN and survey procedures undertaken by Geovoxel during a commercial project executed in the region of Rio de Janeiro.

2. GVX-GPR – AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

2.1 The GIS system - GVX GPR module

To support GPR deployment in the field and to increase effectiveness and quality of 3D data collection of UUN, Web and GIS capabilities are proposed on portable devices via a Platform-as-a-Service tool called GVX; a marketplace for WebGIS, designed by Geovoxel (http://geovoxel.com/). Geovoxel, a Canadian company focused on geospatial data
integration, alongside the research team, has noticed the importance and potential to propose UUN integration to Geovoxel’s WebGIS marketplace, aiming the improvement of GPR 3D data acquisition time and quality, by assisting this 3D data pipeline.

The GVX, Geovoxel’s platform as a service, integrates spatial data collected by remote sensors such as geotechnical instruments for mitigating, on-the-fly, the hazards such as landslides, water floods, dam cracks, and infrastructure collapsing. The GVX also has an innovative dashboard (Figure 4) to support the decision-making process, being a multifunctional GIS which integrates multiple specialized modules in different areas of civil/construction.

While Geovoxel has the expertise to manage GPR data, the GVX still needs to provide means for the identification and integration of UUN. The GVX-GPR module supports GPR operators in:
- Conducting a more thorough GPR investigation;
- Increasing efficiency of post-processing by reducing uncertainties of collected data;
- Performing smoother and faster production of integrated and versatile maps of GPR investigation to support decision making process for field survey as well as industry-fashioned documentation;
- Proposing more reliable underground infrastructure 3D models, available to a larger community of users.

2.2 Preliminary Results

The results and the contributions of this new approach can be presented into two categories. Firstly, the GVX-GPR module is designed and implemented iteratively. Subsequently, a commercial project carried out in Rio de Janeiro – Brazil by Geovoxel is used as a case study to assess the usefulness and the easiness of the interface components, as well as the benefits of such GPR-Web GIS.

2.2.1 Design of the GVX-GPR module

Regarding design, Figure 5 shows the overall use case settled for the GPR operators. It proposes capabilities to handle GPR data, integrate project-relevant spatial data, visualize, and export data. Figure 6 presents a class diagram designed to structure and store the spatial data. The data model has its basis found in the CityGML NetworkUtility ADE model (Becker, T. et al, 2012) detracted by the topological component due to the territorial scope of a GPR survey. The potential addition of topology is a current point of assessment by the research team, but it would require different survey techniques to be executed within the same project in order to increase completeness and extent of the surveyed data.

With the capability of drawing points, lines, and polygons on a map interface, users are able to create and represent underground infrastructures by georeferencing them as a result of a 3D GPR data. The interpretation is also handled with the help of map layers, by correlating overlapping data sources in the platform. Likewise, the level of interaction of users with infrastructures allow them to manage metadata such as depth and infrastructure class as proposed by OGC.

The next figures illustrate examples of the new GVX-GPR interface. Figure 7 displays a GVX-GPR’s mock-up available on portable device as tablet, allowing the overlapping of exist spatial data as road, footprint of buildings, and UUN. Even though the collected data has 3D information as Z-coordinates or depth, the interface is preliminarily 2D, based on experiments (Pouliot et al., 2016) and constraints imposed by GVX, which currently offers a two-dimensional interface. Furthermore, map and vertical profiles (or cross-sections) were acknowledged more convenient to interact for the target audience.
2.2.2 Case study

During a first phase of testing, the research team aimed to assess the feasibility of using the approach operated with the new Web GIS module during a GPR survey. The tests also allow us to verify if the sources of spatial data would be relevant to use on field and which were the benefits of mixing GIS features with the geophysical method. The tests were performed within a commercial project by Geovoxel in the region of Rio de Janeiro, for an area of approximately 2600 m² wide (Figure 9). The project consisted of discovering unmapped underground infrastructure, objects, tunnels, and galleries.

Before the survey begin, the GPR specialists were accompanied in the planning stage, when the area to be surveyed was divided into smaller blocks to facilitate its management and execution. At first, the specialists took note of the covered blocks by selecting four pairs of coordinates for each, and creating an equally spaced mesh, 2 m x 1 m, as shown in Figure 10. Each of the composing lines of this mesh generated a linear profile picture revealing the interferences in the soil. Figure 10 shows the mesh, represented by the red lines, as well as a selected survey line, highlighted in white, and its resulting image. During the acquisition, a member of the research team fed the data collected by Geovoxel’s GPR into GVX-GPR.

Once the survey ended, the data, already integrated into the system, was presented to end users, including engineers, managers, and directors, and a land surveyor, as an initial attempt to measure general approval. According to this first test and users’ feedback, during the interpretation of such objects, having the ability to interact with GPR data, even in its semi-raw format, facilitated the comprehension and ‘spatial notion’ of the studied area’s location for both specialists and non-specialists. As it is possible to be noticed in figure 11, the high density of UUN’s and city objects makes it likely for GPR professionals to misinterpret already-sampled locations.

It has been observed that the ability of associating complex underground imaging with a map and its elements, such as manholes and poles, contributes for the likelihood of finding objects in the surveyed area. Also, current methods for...
extracting data of the project’s surroundings and maintaining them as a last-longing structured data sources can be significantly improved with a specialized tool. Moreover, GPR data starts to play a role of an integrating data that will be kept as a record of the history of events which took place over the years, helping the resolution of future damage.

3. CONCLUSION

This project proposes a new approach based on a Web GIS to increase efficiency and user experience during GPR surveys. As far as we know, it is the first attempt made in this direction. The new approach, based on the integration of multiple sources of spatial data and exploiting Web and GIS capabilities on a portable device coupled to GPR instruments (software) show notable improvements to conducting GPR surveys. First, it significantly increases the completeness of surveys and allows the users to store a greater number of structured data. These features increased the efficiency of data post-processing and enlarge data reliability. Furthermore, applying a standardised data modeling when performing GPR data acquisition and management, allowed us to demonstrate the importance of having integrated underground networks in a 3D city model environment.

While in the past the data analysis was done with the aid of CAD plants and blueprints, the level of interaction that users have when doing the survey process with map other types of geo-annotated media brings up the benefits of linking domains that were apart for too long. According to users’ feedback, the module helps not only to store this data in organized manner but also helps specialists and non-specialists to locate infrastructures that, before, required expertise in the domains such as civil engineering and geophysics. Moreover, the capability of assessing possible conflicts of underground networks, during planning and execution, diminishes costs in redesigning the project.

For the next steps, the module will be undertaken in a series of field experiments that aim to validate its use before and during a GPR survey. For instance, a quantitative evaluation on how the time spent performing a survey is be affected as well as the data quality being extracted from the analysis will be performed. Once these outcomes are achieved, features such as adding data of different natures (3D raw cubes, pre-processed data) will be added and validated with users with the view of expediting high quality GPR surveys with less complexity for new likely users.
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